
EXCESSIVE HEAT/COLD IN PRISON 

What rights do prisoners have to be free of excessive heat? 

Excessive heat may violate the 8th Amendment, which prohibits cruel and unusual punishment.[1]  (Note 
that it is best to frame your argument in terms of "excessive heat" rather than a lack of air 
conditioning.)  However, prison officials do not violate the 8th Amendment unless they act with deliberate 
indifference, meaning they are aware of and disregard a substantial risk of serious harm to a prisoner's 
health.[2]  Deliberate indifference is more difficult to prove than negligence or carelessness.    

When have courts found excessive heat violates the 8th Amendment? 

Few cases have dealt with excessive heat.  One court has held that "inadequate ventilation and air flow 
violates the Eighth Amendment if it undermines the health of the inmates and the sanitation of the 
penitentiary."[3]  However a complaint that the temperature was "well above" or "well below" room 
temperature did not establish an 8th Amendment violation.[4]  Another court held poor ventilation did not 
violate the 8th Amendment where the prisoner had a fan, a window, and a chuckhole to provide cross-
ventilation.[5]  However, an "entirely inadequate" ventilation system did constitute an 8th Amendment 
violation.[6] 

Case law dealing with excessively cold conditions may be helpful in making an argument about excessive 
heat.[7]  "Prisoners have a right to protection from extreme cold."[8]  A prison that did not provide blankets 
despite low temperatures would violate the 8th Amendment.[9]  One court found a prisoner had an 8th 
Amendment claim when he alleged exposure to below freezing temperatures, rodent infestation, and 
unsanitary conditions.[10] 
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